Xe magnetic resonance images show pulmonary ventilation defects with similar distributions as 3 He, with sufficiently high signal to noise for regional ventilation quantification and measurements of apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) (4, 7, 8) . Larger ventilation defects seen with 129 Xe, compared with 3 He, have often led to speculation about the causes, which may or may not relate to intrinsically lower signals or larger mass and viscosity of the heavier gas (6) .
In Xe MRI, in subjects with a range of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) severities (6) . What makes this study unique and important is the fact that the authors go to lengths to attempt to explore and explain the consistent differences in ventilation patterns observed between the two hyperpolarized gas mixtures. In their and others' studies, patients have tended to have larger and more numerous defects with 129 Xe than with 3 He (6, 8) . Many have speculated informally that the intrinsically lower 129 Xe signal is likely responsible for regions identified as ventilation defects via 129 Xe, compared with 3 He, while others have argued that physical properties of the gases are more responsible. The Kirby study begins to answer this question more clearly with precise estimates of gas density and viscosity, combined with masked and region of interest analysis of images from the two gases in individual COPD patients.
The stated purpose of this study was to evaluate these ventilation differences in regions of higher emphysema severity [measured by higher gas ADC and/or decreased X-ray attenuation via computed tomography (CT)]. An attempt was made to match viscosities of the gas mixtures (2.5/2.0 P for Xe mixture. To evaluate regional differences between structure and function (here, emphysema severity and gas ventilation, respectively), 129 Xe masks allowed comparison of only those pixels ventilated by both gases and a separate analysis of regions ventilated only by 3 He, leading to the clear conclusion that the regions ventilated only by 3 He are correlated with greater emphysema severity. Secondary analysis of signal to noise and its relationship to lower 129 Xe ventilation leads the reader to believe that the lower signal of 129 Xe is not responsible itself for the poor ventilation in areas of high ADC. This is one of the most important messages of the paper: that the consistent differences between 3 He and 129 Xe are likely related to regional pathophysiology.
Kirby et al. come close to uncovering a regional structurefunction relationship, but fall slightly short, as CT quantification of airway narrowing did not correlate with the ventilation differences. It is unclear if this is due to imperfect measurement of airway wall thickness via CT, incorrect hypotheses about regional structure-function, or simply too few patients in this small study. The lack of correlation leaves the authors to hypothesize that increased collateral ventilation in COPD may be responsible for increased ventilation with the lighter gas. While the responsibility of increased collaterals is not a definitive conclusion, it is reasonable that the fast diffusion of 3 He will lead to greater ventilation in areas of less restriction to that diffusion. [This diffusive property of the gas has even been used to directly measure collaterals in the past (9) .]
The pulmonary imaging community is at the brink of uncovering important, regional structure-function relationships for a variety of pulmonary abnormalities with the imaging techniques presented here, and the combination of hyperpolarized gases brings added value to the discussion because of physical property differences between the gases. Hyperpolarized 129 Xe is now a viable alternative to 3 He for some studies (ventilation in particular). 3 He will remain an important part of these investigations for the next several years, but we may not want to send longwallmining operations to the moon quite yet (2).
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